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Q1.     Management is both science and art. Explain this statement using different 

arguments?     

Answer: Management can be considered as both science as well as an art. 

 

Management is science because of several reasons like - it has universally accepted 

principles, it has cause and effect relationship etc, and at the same time it is art because it 

requires perfection through practice, practical knowledge, creativity, personal skills etc. 

 

Management is both an art and a science. Management combines features of both science 

as well as art. It is considered as a science because it has an organized body of knowledge 

which contains certain universal truth. It is called an art because managing requires certain 

skills which are personal possessions of managers. Science provides the knowledge & art 

deals with the application of knowledge and skills. 

 

A manager to be successful in his profession must acquire the knowledge of science & the 

art of applying it. Therefore management is a judicious blend of science as well as an art 

because it proves the principles and the way these principles are applied is a matter of art. 

Science teaches to ‘know’ and art teaches to ‘do’. E.g. A person cannot become a good 

singer unless he has knowledge about various ragas & he also applies his personal skill in the 

art of singing. Same way it is not sufficient for manager to first know the principles but he 

must also apply them in solving various managerial problems that is why, science and art are 

not mutually exclusive but they are complementary to each other (like tea and biscuit, bread 

and butter etc.). 

 

The old saying that “Manager are Born” has been rejected in favor of “Managers are Made”. 

It has been aptly remarked that management is the oldest of art and youngest of science. To 

conclude, we can say that science is the root and art is the fruit. 

           The End…………. 


